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A Statistical Approach to Spark
Advance Mapping
Engine performance and efficiency are largely influenced by combustion phasing. Oper-
ating conditions and control settings influence the combustion development over the
crankshaft angle; the most effective control parameter used by electronic control units to
optimize the combustion process for spark ignition engines is spark advance (SA). SA
mapping is a time-consuming process, usually carried out with the engine running in
steady state on the test bench, changing SA values while monitoring brake mean effective
pressure, indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), and brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC). Mean values of IMEP and BSFC for a test carried out with a given SA setting
are considered as the parameters to optimize. However, the effect of SA on IMEP and
BSFC is not deterministic, due to the cycle-to-cycle variation; the analysis of mean
values requires many engine cycles to be significant of the performance obtained with the
given control setting. Finally, other elements such as engine or components aging, and
disturbances like air-to-fuel ratio or air, water, and oil temperature variations could
affect the tests results; this facet can be very significant for racing engine testing. This
paper presents a novel approach to SA mapping with the objective of improving the
performance analysis robustness while reducing the test time. The methodology is based
on the observation that, for a given running condition, IMEP can be considered a func-
tion of the combustion phasing, represented by the 50% mass fraction burned (MFB50)
parameter. Due to cycle-to-cycle variation, many different MFB50 and IMEP values are
obtained during a steady state test carried out with constant SA. While MFB50 and IMEP
absolute values are influenced by disturbance factors, the relationship between them
holds, and it can be synthesized by means of the angular coefficient of the tangent line to
the MFB50-IMEP distribution. The angular coefficient variations as a function of SA can
be used to feed a SA controller, able to maintain the optimal combustion phasing. Simi-
larly, knock detection is approached by evaluating two indexes; the distribution of a
typical knock-sensitive parameter (maximum amplitude of pressure oscillations) is re-
lated to that of CHRNET (net cumulative heat release), determining a robust knock index.
A knock limiter controller can then be added in order to restrict the SA range to safe
values. The methodology can be implemented in real time combustion controllers; the
algorithms have been applied offline to sampled data, showing the feasibility of fast and
robust automatic mapping procedures. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000294�
Introduction
Spark ignition �SI� engine performance are influenced by com-

ustion phasing and duration. As it is shown in Refs. �1–5� the
ombustion process of a SI engine can be represented by means of
henomenological models such as Wiebe functions. A Wiebe
unction is defined by means of four parameters, as shown in the
ollowing equation:

xb = 1 − e−a·�� − �SOC/���mw+1
�1�

The parameter a is related to the mass fraction burned at the
nd of the combustion process �i.e., when �=�SOC+���, thus, it
an be considered as a constant. It can also be shown �5� that mW
s related to the shape that the rate of heat release �ROHR� curve
an assume for given values of �SOC and ��. Basically, this means
hat mW is related to the ROHR peak value.

The optimal combustion control setting should vary the three
ree parameters in order to achieve the best performance. Some-
imes the control actions influence mW, �SOC, and �� at the same
ime; in this case all the combustion characteristics can be synthe-
ized with a single parameter. Typically, the MFB50 is used for
his purpose since it catches the three main facets of the combus-
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tion event. SA can be considered as one of those control factors
changing combustion phasing ��SOC�, duration ����, and shape
�mW� at the same time; this allows describing SA effects, simply
in terms of MFB50. The best SA setting is that maintaining the
MFB50 near to the optimal value; this setting implicitly optimizes
�SOC, ��, and mW. The optimization target is usually set in terms
of maximum IMEP, but the process could involve other param-
eters such as BSFC, pollutants emission, noise, etc.

The SA mapping procedure is aimed at determining those SA
values that the electronic control units �ECU� will use in open
loop control during engine operation. The process is usually car-
ried out on the test bench with a fixed SA level, keeping the
engine in steady conditions for many engine cycles �sometimes
many thousands� to filter out the effect of cycle-to-cycle variation.
Data are usually collected for a given engine running condition
with different SA values, and finally, the operations are repeated
for each breakpoint defining the engine operating range. This
means that SA sweeps must be performed for different engine
speed, load, and sometimes, oil/water temperature, gasoline tem-
perature, etc. The mapping operation is time consuming, and es-
pecially in racing applications, very expensive, due to the short
engine life and the risk of exploring dangerous �knocking� run-
ning conditions during the sweep.

Patterson �6� defines a methodology to speed up the mapping
procedure by using engine speed sweep instead of step test data.
The technique makes use of the MFB50 parameter for combustion

phasing, but it lacks of an insight on how the target value can be
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elected. Haskara et al. �7� proposed the use of a new combustion
nvariant strictly related to the Wiebe function shape. The best
hasing should be attained as the maximum acceleration of mass
raction burned �MAMFB� is placed at top dead center �TDC�.
owever, the amount of calculations necessary to evaluate the

nvariant suggests using a different parameter for real time appli-
ations.

This paper aims to show how combustion information gathered
y means of an in-cylinder pressure sensor can be used in order to
horten mapping time. The proposed mapping methodology deter-
ines the optimal control setting by means of two proportional-

nteger-derivative �PID� controllers regulating SA, based on indi-
ated parameter information. The first one is targeted at the
chievement of the optimal combustion phasing, and the second
ne at the detection of knock.

The two controllers share a characteristic. Their input �error� is
efined to follow a target trend and not just a target value. The
ombustion phasing controller, for example, will not follow a
iven reference value for MFB50 or a target value for IMEP. The
FB50 and IMEP distributions are related, and a parameter in-

rinsically representing the actual position in the MFB50-IMEP
urve can be defined. This parameter can be used as an input for
he controller, guaranteeing the achievement of the maximum
MEP independently of how external disturbances �cycle-to-cycle
ariation, changes in air temperature, engine aging� affect IMEP
bsolute values. A slightly different approach is used for knock
etection and control. In this case, the input error is defined based
n the relationship between distributions of two different knock
ndexes.

A set of tests with different SA values can be substituted by a
ingle test, where SA values are automatically changed by the
ontroller, taking into account both performance and knock be-
avior. The SA sweep is carried out in real time by the controllers,
hose output will finally converge to the best �maximum IMEP�
ossible �nonknocking� SA.

SA Effect on Combustion
To highlight the effect of SA on combustion development, tests

ave been carried out on the test bench in steady state conditions
n a FIAT Fire 1.2 l four cylinders port fuel injection �PFI� gaso-
ine engine. Engine speed was kept constant by means of the
ddy-current brake controller; a brushless motor driving the
hrottle was feedback controlled, based on the intake manifold
ressure to set engine load. Intake manifold pressure and tempera-
ure, air to fuel ratio �AFR�, coolant, and oil temperatures have
een maintained constant during the tests. Each test, counting
000 engine cycles, has been executed holding a different SA
alue, up to and over audible knock. In-cylinder pressure was
easured by means of Kistler 6117BCD15 measuring spark plugs

nd 5064B21 charge amplifiers. Angular position tracking has
een carried out by means of a sensor instrument FIA-F optical
ensor, coupled to a crankshaft-mounted measurement disk with
20 markers per revolution. The in-cylinder pressure signals have
een sampled at 100 kHz, while the angular reference signal �en-
oder� has been detected by means of a timer-counter digital chan-
el with a 20 MHz clock. All the signals have been sampled using
Wavebook 516 Data Acquisition System.
The in-cylinder pressure signals have been low-pass filtered by
eans of an antialiasing analog filter set at 30 kHz; the filter delay

as been compensated in order to avoid referencing errors. A 3
Hz zero-delay low-pass fourth order Butterworth digital filter has
een used for IMEP and net cumulative heat release �CHRNET�
alculations in order to eliminate the combustion chamber reso-
ance effect. This allows isolating the mean combustion chamber
onditions contribution to CHR and indicated work trends, while
ejecting the components related to local pressure oscillations.

As already mentioned, the combustion process can be described
y means of three parameters that can be reduced to 1 if the

ontrol action changes the combustion phasing, duration, and
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shape at the same time. Figure 1 shows that this hypothesis can be
applied to SA control; the combustion phasing �MFB10�, duration
�MFB90-MFB10�, and shape �represented by the maximum value
of the ROHR curve� are all clearly related to MFB50.

The SA value influences the combustion development over the
crankshaft angle, but it is not a deterministic control parameter.
Engine cycles carried out with the same value of SA may show
very different combustion phasing. On the other side, the relation-
ship between performance �IMEP� and combustion characteristics
�MFB50� does not depend on the SA value; IMEP and MFB50
distributions achieved with different SA settings form a unique
trace �Fig. 2�. In other words, SA sets the IMEP and MFB50
values range, and ranges corresponding to different SA superim-
pose; what they have in common is that they are placed over the
same IMEP-MFB50 curve.

Figure 2 shows how the distributions referring to different SA
levels partially superimposed, forming the typical parabola curve.
A possible way to optimize SA is to change its value according to
the position that the points representing a given buffer of previous
engine cycles assume in the plot. Obviously the objective will be
to maintain the combustion phasing as near as possible to the
maximum IMEP value. If the relation between the two distribu-
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Fig. 1 Combustion phasing, duration, and shape as a function
of MFB50
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ions is as clear as in Fig. 2, a low number of engine cycles is
ufficient to draw the conclusion on the direction and amplitude of
he SA variation necessary to reach the optimal condition. This
peration can be done manually or by means of a controller; the
ombustion must be advanced if, within a buffer of engine cycles
ith the same SA, IMEP is higher for those cycles showing lower
FB50 values. The optimal SA setting is reached as the effect on

MEP of the engine cycles placed on the right of the parabola
aximum is compensated by that of the cycles placed on the left.
The concept has to be expressed analytically for the controller,

eeding it with an error input that will finally allow reaching the
ptimal SA. The maximum of the curve is, by definition, the point
here the derivative is equal to zero; the derivative of IMEP with

espect to MFB50 can perfectly play the role of the controller
nput �error�. When the derivative is negative, the SA must be
ncremented, when it is positive SA must be reduced, and when it
s equal to zero, the controller has to take no action since the
ombustion phasing is optimal.

Figure 3 shows the same information of Fig. 2, focusing the
ttention on how the curve derivative changes with SA; each point
n the plot represents the cycle-to-cycle difference of IMEP versus
hat of MFB50. The n-th point reported in the plot is defined by
oordinates �MFB50�n�-MFB50�n−1�; IMEP�n�-IMEP�n−1��.
he distributions rotate counter-clockwise as SA is increased,
hich means that the maximum of the parabola is being ap-
roached. The last distribution �SA=26 deg� is almost horizontal;
n this case, the mean derivative tends to zero, i.e., the optimal
ombustion phasing has been reached.

In order to define a parameter representative of combustion
haracteristics related to the actual SA, the calculation of the de-
ivative must take into account a given number of engine cycles.
quation �2� highlights the cycle-to-cycle variation terms for
FB50 and IMEP, while �MFB50 �i and �IMEP �i refer to the differ-

nces between two subsequent cycles, and �MFB50 � j and �IMEP � j
re vectors collecting the �MFB50 �i and �IMEP �i values for the last N
ycles

�MFB50�i = MFB50�i − MFB50�i−1

�IMEP�i = IMEP�i − IMEP�i−1

�2�
�MFB50� j = ��MFB50� j−N+1 . . . · �MFB50� j�

�IMEP� j = ��IMEP� j−N+1 . . . · �IMEP� j�

A linear interpolation �IMEP � j as a function of �MFB50 � j allows
efining the parameter m � j as the angular coefficient of the result-
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�IMEP� j � m� j · �MFB50� j + b� j �3�

The parameter m is calculated cycle by cycle, based on the last
N cycles IMEP and MFB50 values. Obviously, N influences the
methodology dynamics: the higher its value, the slower becomes
the controller in determining whether the SA must be increased or
reduced. On the other hand, traditional methodologies are also
based on the observation of the mean IMEP or MFB50 values
over a given number of engine cycles. One advantage of the pre-
sented methodology is that the number of engine cycles necessary
to establish if the combustion must be retarded or advanced is far
lower to that required by the simple observation of IMEP values.
This consideration is supported by Fig. 4, where the 20 cycles
moving average of the IMEP and m are represented for different
SA values.

The upper plot shows that the parameter m is representative of
the action that the controller must take in order to maximize the
IMEP; its value is systematically negative for each SA condition,
meaning that the combustion must be advanced. It is also possible
to notice that m absolute values tend to decrease for higher SA
levels, suggesting that the combustion phasing control is close to
the optimal setting. Turning to the lower plot, it is possible to
appreciate how the number of engine cycles used in the moving
average does not allow using IMEP as an efficient parameter to
optimize combustion phasing. It is evident how different traces
superimpose, and that the maximum of each trace is higher than
the minimum of traces corresponding to higher SA values. For
example, the trace corresponding to SA=22 deg has a minimum
�cycle 212, 8.104 bars� that is far lower than the maximum for the
trace corresponding to SA=20 deg �cycle 223, 8.308 bars�.
Though averaged over 20 engine cycles, the reported IMEP values
are clearly unable to catch SA effect on IMEP. This means that it
is not possible to carry out a 2 deg resolution SA optimization by
using a 20 cycle basis filter on IMEP. These considerations can be
repeated for the other traces represented in Fig. 4. In order to
obtain an acceptable distinction of all the traces, the moving av-
erage basis should be brought to 400 engine cycles, while 20 are
more than sufficient to determine the correct action on SA using
the parameter m.

3 Knock Diagnosis
The previous observations do not take into consideration the

knock phenomenon; the optimal combustion phasing is deter-
mined without limiting the SA to the nonknocking region.

Knocking combustions usually cause low-efficiency cycles, due
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to the increase in heat losses. However, it has to be reminded that,
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nock being a stochastic phenomenon, a single knocking cycle is
ot representative of the engine running condition; a given SA
ould lead to a few low-efficiency cycles due to knock, but the
ther cycles could benefit of an increased combustion speed, lead-
ng to a better combustion phasing �i.e., higher IMEP�. This ex-
lains why sometimes the highest mean IMEP values are reached
nder heavy knocking conditions; obviously, an automatic map-
ing procedure must be able to avoid dangerous combustions.

The most commonly used knock indexes �maximum amplitude
f pressure oscillations �MAPO�, integer derivative, third deriva-
ive, mean square value� are based on the in-cylinder pressure
ignal; surveys of knock indexes based on the in-cylinder pressure
ignal can be found in Refs. �8–12�; several indexes are com-
ared, each one showing a different sensitivity to the knock phe-
omenon. These indexes are surely representative of knock effect,
s it is shown in Refs. �13,14�, but the relationship between their
ntensities and the damage risks is usually based on experience.

oreover, as it is shown in Ref. �15�, knock indexes do not only
epend on the phenomenon intensity, but also on external factors
uch as engine speed and load. Bertola et al. �16� showed that
ensor type and position affect pressure oscillations measurement,
nd, as a consequence, knock indexes evaluation.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that it is very dif-
cult to determine a proper threshold level for a given knock

ndex, which can result in underperformance or damage risk.
any work in the literature associate knock-related damages to

eat flux increases through the cylinder walls; Lu et al. �17�
howed that for pressure oscillations above 0.5 MPa �heavy
nock�, the peak heat flux increases almost linearly with pressure
mplitude. Other works �17–20� show that during knocking cycles
igh peak heat flux values can be measured, but the correlation
oefficients between peak heat values and knock intensity indexes
re low �R=0.26–0.47� for light knock, higher �R=0.53–0.76�
or heavy knock, and strongly depend on the sensor position �17�.
randin et al. �21–23� closely relate the peak heat flux to the

ncrease in charge motion as a result of autoignition. They showed
hat for the case of the heaviest knocking condition, the peak heat
ux can increase by 280% with respect to standard combustions.
zekoye �18� made both a computational and analytical investi-
ation of the heat transfer processes at the flame-wall interface
uring knock event. The analysis of the peak heat flux was con-
ucted in three different locations: the burned gas zone, the zone
f flame reactions, and the unburned zone. They concluded that
he pressure transients have a moderate effect on heat transfer
rocesses in wall locations where heat release effects are negli-
ible �unburned zone�, and modify the heat transfer rates in loca-
ions in which the flame has quenched �burned gas zone�. The

ost important effect responsible for the magnitude of heat flux
alues appears to be the absolute pressure. In other words, knock
ndexes based on in-cylinder pressure amplitude are well related
o peak heat flux. The results for different locations and timing
learly show that the peak heat flux in knocking condition is
trongly increased all over the chamber. This final consideration
llows extending the results on the increase in local peak heat flux
ll over the engine chamber.

The authors showed in previous works �24,25� that it is possible
o define knock indexes based on the net Cumulative Heat Re-
ease, evaluated as follows by means of the in-cylinder pressure
ignal �4�:

CHRNET� � �

� − 1
Pcyl_lp

dV

d�
+

1

� − 1
V

dpcyl_lp

d�
	d� �4�

The net CHR for knocking cycles is lower than that of non-
nocking cycles �25�, due to the increase in heat losses; this in-
ormation could be used for knock diagnosis, with the advantage
f being directly related to the heat flux increase, i.e., to the risk
f damaging the engine. In order to assess CHRNET knock-
ensitivity, its values can be related to those of other knock in-
exes. One of the most commonly used knock index is the

APO, defined as

82803-4 / Vol. 132, AUGUST 2010
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MAPO = max��pcyl_hp�TDC
TDC+70 deg� �5�

Figure 5 shows that, under heavy knocking conditions, there
exists a strong correlation between MAPO and CHRNET distribu-
tions. The information that the MAPO index gives on the knock
intensity is independent from the low-frequencies used to define
the CHRNET parameter. CHRNET and MAPO actually require two
different types of signal filtering: a low-pass �Butterworth, order
4, 2500 Hz� filter for the first index and a high-pass �Butterworth,
order 4, 5000 Hz� for the latter. For this reason, the simultaneous
use of MAPO and CHRNET can increase the knock detection ro-
bustness. While MAPO is directly sensitive to knock, CHRNET
depends on a multitude of factors: load, speed, SA, AFR, etc: thus,
as it can be noticed in Fig. 5, a knock-sensitive index based on
CHRNET should be defined using CHRNET variations, and not its
absolute value.

Statistical analyses were applied to knock detection �26–28�
and are sometimes more efficient than mean values or single-
value intensity evaluations in assessing the knock severity for the
given running condition.

Figure 6 shows the CHRNET probability density function plot
for different SA values; in order to superimpose the distributions,
the parameter CHRNET has been normalized, dividing each value
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y the maximum of the corresponding distribution. It is possible
o notice how knock affects CHRNET distributions; the shape of
he curve referring to SA=18 deg resembles a normal distribu-
ion, while increasing the SA, due to knock events, the shape
hanges, becoming asymmetric.

This behavior can be identified by means of the standard devia-
ion or by evaluating the difference between the maximum and

inimum values of CHRNET for each value of SA. Even if the
istributions are not exactly normal, the standard deviation gives
nformation about the CHRNET parameter dispersion for a given
ercentage of engine cycles �68.3% in the case of normal distri-
ution�. On the contrary, the range of CHRNET is representative of
single engine cycle; the standard deviation is sensitive to the

verage knocking condition, while the range is representative of
he heaviest knocking cycle within the sample.

A possible definition for a knock index based on CHRNET can
e achieved by merging the standard deviation and range infor-
ation; the maximum allowable CHRNET variation over the con-

idered sample of engine cycles must be limited, both in terms of
tandard deviation and range.

range�CHRNET� � Trange_CHR

�6�
��CHRNET� � T�_CHR

The two thresholds in Eq. �6� can be set, based on the engine
olerance to occasional or systematic heat flux increases. A pos-
ible solution is to define one of the two parameters, and set the
ther one based on the normal distribution shape. For example,
range_CHR can be defined as the maximum tolerable increase in
eat losses for an isolated knocking cycle. In order to enforce an
quivalent limitation on CHRNET standard deviation, the follow-
ng consideration can be applied: For a normal distribution, the
ange 6·� ���3�� covers the 99.7% of the samples, i.e., almost
he entire range. The second limit �T�CHR� could then be equal to
he first, divided by a factor of 6. This concept can be applied to
he distributions shown in Fig. 6, even if they are not exactly
ormal; Fig. 7 shows that the actual ratio between the range and
he standard deviation of the CHRNET parameter varies between 5
nd 8.5. It is interesting to notice that the ratio initially increases,
ue to sporadic knocking cycles, raising more the maximum value
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han the standard deviation, while, as knocking cycles become
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more frequent, the effect on standard deviation prevails. A similar
strategy can be used for the diagnosis, based on MAPO. Thresh-
old setting in this case is challenging, due to the index dependence
on engine speed and load, sensor position, etc. The problem can
be approached by comparing MAPO and CHRNET distributions.

Taking into consideration the distributions corresponding to dif-
ferent SA values shown in the previous figures, MAPO and
CHRNET mean values, standard deviations, and range are all re-
lated.

This facet can be observed in Fig. 8; the reported correlation
coefficients �R� suggest that MAPO and CHRNET standard devia-
tions are almost linearly related. This relationship can be used to
set MAPO thresholds; it is particularly useful to take advantage of
a strong linear relation because it can be estimated during non-
knocking conditions, and it remains unchanged even under heavy
knock. This means that the link between MAPO and CHRNET
standard deviations can be defined and updated in real time, with-
out any previous information; once the engine is working in
steady state, the value of the two parameters can be tracked, their
linear relation coefficient estimated, and the MAPO threshold
T�MAPO can be finally determined.

As regards to the range parameter, the ratio between CHRNET
and MAPO values would be based on the information of a single
cycle, limiting the evaluation robustness. A possible alternative
approach is to accept the same ratio between the range and �
thresholds for CHR and MAPO. The threshold values can then be
determined as

T�_MAPO = k · T�_CHR + q
�7�

Trange_MAPO = T�_MAPO ·
Trange_CHR

T�_CHR

It is now possible to detect knocking events also based on
MAPO index as

range�MAPO� � Trange_MAPO

�8�
��MAPO� � T�_MAPO

Knock is detected when one of the conditions expressed in Eqs.
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Fig. 8 Relationship between MAPO and CHRNET standard de-
viations, range, and mean values
�6� and �8� does not hold; in this way, both the high frequency
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MAPO� and low frequency �CHRNET� in-cylinder pressure signal
nformation content is taken into account for the detection.

SA Controllers
A fast and robust mapping requires the SA to be changed rap-

dly and coherently with IMEP variations or knock detection re-
ults. As already remarked, these operations are carried out by two
ndependent PID controllers. The input for the first one is m, de-
ned in Eq. �3�: its value is negative when the combustion is
etarded, i.e., SA must be increased. On the contrary, m tends to
ero when the IMEP is near its maximum: SA must be main-
ained. If m is positive, it means that the combustion is too ad-
anced, and SA must be decreased. Although m can range from
	 to +	, the values it assumes are typically in the range


0.1,0.1�, as Fig. 4 suggests. This type of signal is particularly
uited to feed a PID controller that will naturally tend to decrease
he error, i.e., to set the optimal SA. Besides the PID gains that
an be set with standard methodologies �29,30�, the only param-
ter to set for the definition of the controller input is the number of
ngine cycles used to evaluate m. The final choice �10 cycles� is a
radeoff between a fast response and a stable behavior; the optimal
A must be met quickly and maintained steadily. An antiwindup
aturation has been applied to the integral term of the controller;
hen SA is limited by knock occurrence, m may still be negative,

nd the integral term may grow inappropriately. The integral
ould also be reset when changes in operating conditions �load,
peed� are detected.

As regards to SA limitations necessary to prevent knock dam-
ges, they have also been introduced by means of a PID control-
er; since the methodology is oriented toward mapping purposes,
he correct action to take as knock happens is not just an abrupt
A reduction. The mapping operation requires a knock controller,
ble to maintain acceptable knock intensity levels. The controller
nput must be based on MAPO and CHRNET standard deviations,
nd range, tending to zero as the allowed knock intensity is
eached. This feature is guaranteed by subtracting from the thresh-
ld limit the distribution parameters ��, range� evaluated for
APO and CHRNET

iCHR = min
T�_CHR − ��CHRNET�
��CHRNET�

,
Trange_CHR − range�CHRNET�

range�CHRNET� �
�9�

MAPO = min
T�_MAPO − ��MAPO�
��MAPO�

,
Trange_MAPO − range�MAPO�

range�MAPO� �
To compare the inputs and decide which one must be sent to the

nock controller, their values have been normalized. When the
nputs are positive, the condition is nonknocking, and SA can be
ncremented. In the opposite hypothesis, SA must be reduced, due
o knock. Only one of the two inputs will be used; as in Eq. �9�,
he lowest value will be chosen, meaning that the most severe of
ll the knock intensity evaluations is taken into consideration

iknock = min�iCHR,iMAPO� �10�
As regards the number of engine cycles to use in the statistical

nalysis, it must be large enough to be significant of the knock
ehavior for the given condition, but still small enough to perform
fast mapping procedure. The results reported in the following

re based on a 200 cycle sample.
Figure 9 shows the controller input values in tests carried out

ith the controller deactivated and constant SA. It can be seen
hat, while the value of iknock is always positive for SA=18 deg, it
ometimes becomes negative for SA=20 deg, marking the begin-
ing of knock phenomena. The controller input tends to be always
egative for higher SA levels; under these conditions, the control-

er will certainly tend to reduce SA.
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5 Results
The controller calibration and the analysis of the control system

behavior has been carried out offline. For a given operating con-
dition defined by engine speed and load, tests have been run with
constant SA; each test consists of 1000 engine cycles, thus, it is
able to represent the combustion characteristic for a given control
setting, both from mean values and stochastic distribution points
of view. In-cylinder pressure signals have been sampled during
the tests, and processed offline, in order to evaluate indicating
parameters such as IMEP, CHR, MFB50, and knock indexes
�MAPO�. All the cycle-based data have been assembled into com-
bustion matrices, with each column corresponding to a different
SA value, and each row representing the indicating or knock pa-
rameter cycle-by-cycle evolution. The matrices can be used to
copy the engine behavior under the influence of a feedback con-
troller regulating the SA value. The number of columns of the
matrices depends on the range and resolution of SA variations
applied during the tests. The SA controllers outputs could require
SA values placed between two subsequent brake points of the tests
grid; indicating and knock parameters in this case are obtained by
means of an interpolation between the values found for the given
row, in the previous and succeeding columns. Finally, in order to
eliminate any dependence on the indicating and knock parameters
cycle-to-cycle pattern found in the sampled data, the order of the
combustion matrices elements is randomized column by column,
each time a simulation is launched.

Figure 10 shows the action of the controller managing the SA
for optimal IMEP; in this case, the knock controller is deactivated.
It can be seen that SA is rapidly increased until it reaches the
value that maximizes IMEP. After that, it is maintained steady; the
oscillations and the controller response can be tuned by means of
the PID control constants, or, as it is shown in the figure, by
filtering the controller outputs with a moving average filter. It can
be seen that after 1000 cycles, the oscillation band is restricted to
�0.2 deg; obviously, a smaller band can be obtained by changing
the controller parameters. It can also be noticed that in less than
400 cycles, the controller brings SA in the range of �1 deg with
respect to the optimal value. The real advantage of the methodol-
ogy, however, is to concentrate the SA sweep in a single test. The
performance could be improved, but it has to be reminded that the
IMEP optimizer has to cooperate with the knock controller that
needs a larger number of engine cycles in order to evaluate knock
intensity.

Figure 11 shows the superimposition of ten simulations, each
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Fig. 9 Knock controller input
one carried out with different random cycle sequences, confirming
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hat the results do not depend on the pattern of engine cycles used
or the simulation. The oscillation bandwidth is once again �0.2°.

The controller actually leads to the maximum IMEP, as can be
een in Fig. 12, where the IMEP for cylinders 1 and 2, and BMEP
ean values, are reported.
The knock controller has to stop the IMEP optimizer as knock

s detected, limiting the SA value to the tolerable knock threshold.
igure 13 shows how the two controllers modify the SA during a
imulated test; first, the IMEP optimizer requires a rapid increase
n SA, due to the high error input. Then, after knock is detected,
he knock controller decreases the SA until it is smoothed to a
nock-safe level. The process can be considered terminated after
000 engine cycles, when the SA value oscillates in the range of
0.2° with respect to the average.
The proposed approach proves to be efficient and precise in

etermining optimal SA values, taking into account IMEP optimi-
ation and knock diagnosis. The methodology will be imple-
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mented in a real time combustion control system described in Ref.
�31� that is able to analyze the in-cylinder pressure signal, deter-
mining in real time, cycle by cycle, indicated and knock param-
eters. Further work will be devoted to the controllers’ improve-
ment with an extension to transient conditions that could lead to
an on-board application.

6 Conclusions
The paper presents a SA mapping approach based on the statis-

tical analysis of in-cylinder pressure based indexes; the objectives
are to maximize IMEP and to limit knock to acceptable levels.

The combustion event is described by means of the MFB50
parameter, and the observation of the trend IMEP-MFB50 allows
defining a suitable parameter to use as input for the SA controller
in charge of the IMEP optimization.
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Knock diagnosis is carried out by comparing the distributions
f two knock-sensitive parameters; CHRNET is based on the low
requency content of the in-cylinder pressure signal, while MAPO
s based on the high frequency content. Both sporadic and system-
tic knock effects must be taken into account, thus, standard de-
iation and range of the two parameters within a given buffer of
ngine cycles are considered as knock-sensitive indexes. Thresh-
lds are set for CHRNET, and the relationships between the distri-
utions can be used to set thresholds for MAPO. The distance
rom the thresholds are then used as inputs for the SA knock
imiter controller.

The methodology has been applied offline, showing that the
ptimal SA can be determined within 3000 engine cycles.

omenclature
a � Wiebe function parameter

AFR � air to fuel ratio
bj � y-intercept for the line interpolating

�MFB50 � j versus �IMEP � j distribution
BSFC � brake specific fuel consumption

c � Offset for the relationship between CHRNET
and MAPO standard deviations

CHRNET � net cumulative heat release
�MFB50, �IMEP � MFB50 and IMEP cycle-to-cycle variations

�MFB50, �IMEP � vectors containing the last N values of
�MFB50 and �IMEP

ECU � electronic control unit
iCHR � input of the knock controller based on

CHRNET
iMAPO � input of the knock controller based on

MAPO
IMEP � indicated mean effective pressure

K � angular coefficient of the line interpolating
T�_MAPO versus T�_CHR distribution

� � specific heat ratio
mj � angular coefficient of the line interpolating

�MFB50 � j versus �IMEP � j distribution
mW � Wiebe function parameter

MAMFB � maximum acceleration of mass fraction
burned

MAPO � maximum amplitude of pressure oscillations
MBT � maximum brake torque

MFB50 � angular position corresponding to: fuel
mass fraction burned � 50%

N � number of engine cycles in the buffer
Pcyl_lp � low-pass filtered cylinder pressure �Butter-

worth, 3 kHz�
Pcyl_hp � high-pass filtered cylinder pressure �Butter-

worth, 5 kHz�
PFI � port fuel injection
PID � proportional-integer-derivative �controller�

R � linear correlation coefficient
�Bravais–Pearson�

ROHR � rate of heat release
q � y-intercept for the line interpolating

T�_MAPO versus T�_CHR distribution
SI � spark ignition

SA � spark advance
Trange_CHR � maximum allowable CHRNET range

Trange_MAPO � maximum allowable MAPO range
T�_CHR � maximum allowable CHRNET standard

deviation
T�_MAPO � maximum allowable MAPO standard

deviation
TDC � top dead center

V � cylinder volume
Vd � cylinder displacement

xb � mass fraction burned
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�� � combustion duration
� � standard deviation
� � crankshaft angle

�SOC � angle corresponding to the start of
combustion
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